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 Mole: fixed number of entities
 Quantification by counting directly realizes ‘Mole’-traceable measurement
 Biological measurands are huge, complex and colloidal 

- limited applicability of chemical measurement methods
- suitable for quantification by counting
- count itself is more meaningful than ‘kg’ or ‘mol’

1 atto mol vs. 1 nano gram vs. 1 million (cell, DNA, protein)

 Requires
- separation/partitioning of individual entities
- making detectable/sensitization

magnification of size: growth, microscopy
clonal multiplication: culture, PCR
signal amplification: fluorescence, radio-isotope

 Hampered by
- sampling issues
- volume issues
- detection failure
- impurity and fragments
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Sensitivity and resolution
- single molecule sensitivity

Precision
- higher precision and reproducibility
- higher tolerance to inhibitors and background nucleic acids

Absolute quantification
- no calibration needed under validated PCR conditions
- direct realization of ‘mole’-traceable measurement

Throughput
- 96 samples in 5 hours including hand-on time less than 1 hour
- parallel measurement of different samples and controls 

Multiplex PCR
- simultaneous quantification of multiple DNA/sequences in single tubes
- internal controls and standards can be used
- ratiometry, self-validation and linkage/breakage analysis
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Quantification of DNA, RNA and mutations

Certificaton of nucleic acids RMs

Detection of pathogens: virus and bacteria

Gene Ratio: CNV, GMO, mutation frequency

Characterization of DNA linkage and breakage
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CCQM 
Comparison Studies 

Description Application area 

P154.2 KRAS quantification and fractional abundance Cancer 

P184 EGFR and BRAF quantification and fractional abundance Cancer

P199 HIV-1 RNA quantification Infectious disease

P199b/K181 SARS-CoV-2 quantification Infectious disease

K86c GMO (canola seeds) quantification and fractional abundance GMO, food  

K86d Meat authentication (pork and beef mixture) Food

K176 HER2 Copy Number Variation Cancer 

CCQM P199bCCQM P184
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International comparison on ‘absolute quantification & ratio of wild type and 
mutant KRAS, Coordinated by LGC
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Instrument design

EMCCD images of DNA molecules DNA and RNA count signals

Instrumentation (V2)
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(48kbp, 

linearized)

KRISS gene CRMs 
certified by counting

Lambda DNA

Plasmid DNA

Bilateral comparison

CCQM P154

M13 DNA: Seq-specific

MS2 RNA: Seq-specific

KRISS is now working on
- Cross-validation of different methods for nucleic acids measurements
- Quantification of virus particles by counting
- Two-channel optics, volumetric imaging and automation 
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 Counting is a simple and direct approach for realization of ‘Mole’-
traceable measurement of biological entities

 Biological entities(cells, virus, nucleic acids and proteins) are good targets 
for application of counting approaches

 Digital PCR is a popular and robust method for quantitative analysis of 
nucleic acids. It has a potential to be a primary method for mole-
traceable quantification of nucleic acids owing to
- extreme sensitivity and resolution 
- high precision, reproducibility and stability
- throughput and multiplexing
- varierty of applications

 KRISS has developed a method for direct counting of nucleic acids in 
capillary flowcytometry. We expect cross-validation of digital PCR, single 
molecule counting and chemical analysis will benefit one another in 
establishment of measurement standards of nucleic acids 
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by Jim Hugget, NAWG chair
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